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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the study

It is estimated that there are around 214 million international migrants globally.¹ A publication by Save the Children UK (SCUK) in 2008 reveals that ‘millions of children’ move within or beyond borders, accompanied or unaccompanied.² According to the World Bank, youth migrants constitute of one third of international migrants.³ The migration of unaccompanied children between Southern African countries contributes to this figure, where children as ‘young as five years of age’⁴ cross the borders without ‘documentation, guardians, money or even a final destination’.⁵

A report by Health and Development Africa (HDA Report)⁶ reveals that approximately 25,000 unaccompanied Zimbabwean children migrate to Mozambique and South Africa annually.⁷ Being the richest country in the continent, South Africa is a ‘magnet’⁸ which attracts ‘tens of thousands of migrants and refugees from across the African continent’.⁹ However, South Africa is not the only country in the continent where children migrate to. Mozambique, amongst other countries, is also a host to unaccompanied migrant children (UMC), especially those from Zimbabwe.¹⁰ It has been additionally identified that Mozambique accommodates very large numbers of UMC from different countries around the world, including from Pakistan and Bangladesh.¹¹

¹ United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division available at http://esa.un.org/migration/p2k0data.asp (accessed on 8 August 2012).
⁶ HDA ‘Defining, understanding and addressing the issue of ‘children on the move’ in Mozambique’ (2011).
⁷ HDA Report (n 6 above) 26.
Migration is usually ‘a strategy by which individuals and families can escape exposure to risk by moving to a safer region or country’. Human rights violations in the country of origin, taking the form of ‘poverty, inequalities ... and lack of opportunities’, act as factors that trigger migration.

Migration of UMC to Mozambique is similarly a ‘strategy’ for those children to ‘escape exposure to risk’. The situation of unaccompanied Zimbabwean children has been analysed by Fritsch et al and they identified ‘education, shelter, or jobs’ as reasons for child migration.

In order to escape from the dire situations including ‘economic insecurity, lack of employment opportunities, political frustration, natural disasters such as drought and prolonged sickness and death of family members’ or to find educational opportunities or to join their relatives already working in Mozambique, many Zimbabwean children cross the border to Mozambique in hope of leading a better life. There are instances where it is the parents who pressurise the child to ‘seek employment in Mozambique because of lack of money and jobs to support their families at home’. The emergence of illegal mining acts as a stimulant for UMC to migrate to Mozambique since it represents a world of opportunities for them.

Entry into Mozambique is easy because the borders of Mozambique namely Manica, Tete and Namaacha are not subject to strict control. These borders are usually used by people to exchange money and UMC use this as a shield to cross the border. The incidence of unaccompanied children crossing borders is known to the authorities.

As such, the influx of UMC in its territory requires Mozambique to have strong legal, institutional and policy frameworks to ensure the protection of these children.

1.2 Risks and vulnerabilities that UMC face

Jean Zermatten, the Chairperson of the United Nations (UN) Committee on the Rights of the Child, has highlighted that children, especially if they were unaccompanied, face numerous challenges and

---

13 Abramovich (n 12 above).
15 HDA Report (n 6 above) 14.
16 Abramovich (n 12 above) 2.
17 Abramovich (n 12 above) 7.
18 Manjate ‘Children on the move’ presentation during SANTAC Regional Consultative Meeting on 18 October 2012.
19 SANTAC (n 11 above).
20 As above.
21 Lusa News 4 October 2012.
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form part of a vulnerable group of migrants. UMC in Mozambique also fall within the ambit of the vulnerable group of migrants since once they cross the border without proper documentation, they face various risks and vulnerabilities. This section, while being supplemented with further research, will rely on the findings of the study carried out by SCUK in the Manica Province in central Mozambique.

Commercial sexual exploitation, child sexual abuse, child labour, non-protection of socio-economic rights, the challenges faced during the deportation process and becoming street children are some of the risks and vulnerabilities that the unaccompanied migrants in Mozambique face.

1.2.1 Commercial sexual exploitation

Worldwide, commercial sexual exploitation of children is considered as being a growing industry. The Optional Protocol to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child on the sale of children, child prostitution and child pornography 2002 (OP) defines child prostitution as ‘the use of a child in sexual activities for remuneration or any other form of consideration’. Barnitz adopts the above definition and while highlighting that commercial sexual exploitation of a child is a violation of the child’s human rights, refers to it as being the sexual abuse of a child by a person in return for money. The child is considered as a ‘sexual object and as a commercial object’. Applying the above definitions to the situation of UMC, UMC are victims of commercial sexual exploitation when they have to offer sexual services in return for money or benefits in kind.

UMC are at the risk of being sexually exploited when they are in Mozambique. Once they arrive in the country, they are on their own and the girl child, as young as ten years of age, is forced to sell herself so that she can survive. Female UMC are often cheaper than Mozambican sex workers but despite that, the money that UMC earn in exchange for sex is still more than what working in the

---

22 Jean Zermatten’s opening remarks on the day of general discussion on children and international migration which was held on the 28 September 2012.
23 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above).
25 Article 2(b) of the OP.
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informal sector would bring.29 According to Nadja Gomes of Liga Moçambicana dos Direitos Humanos;30 in Beira, there are many incidents where female UMC are caught while attempting to offer sexual services in return for money,31

The study by SCUK also highlights that female UMC are often unable to negotiate the use of condoms with their clients.32 The officials at the borders do not consider the combating of the proliferation of Human Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (HIV/AIDS) as a priority but rather prefer concentrating on border control.33 By so doing, they turn a blind eye to the acute risk of female UMC contracting HIV/AIDS. The refusal by clients to use condoms also leads to female UMC to be exposed to the risk of being pregnant.34

1.2.2 Child sexual abuse

A child usually does not have the mental faculty to ‘knowingly or willingly consent to a sexual relationship with a more powerful, older person’.35 Having sex with a child is an ‘abuse of power’ no matter under what circumstances the act happened.36 Child sexual abuse has been defined by the UN as follows:37

...contacts or interactions between a child and an older or more knowledgeable child or adult (stranger, sibling, or person in positions of authority, such as a parent or caretaker) when the child is being used as an object for the older child or adult's sexual needs. These contacts or interactions are carried out against the child using force, trickery, bribes, threats or pressure.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) has a similar definition of child sexual abuse which considers the sexual activity as 'being intended to gratify or satisfy the needs of the other person'.38

29 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 7.
30 Gomes interviewed on the 31 August 2012.
31 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 7.
32 Visitors from Zimbabwe (as above).
33 HDA (n 6 above) 47.
34 EL Rowan Understanding child sexual abuse: For those looking to comprehend and to prevent child sexual abuse, a succinct guidebook of advice and resources (2006) 4.
35 Rowan (n 35 above) 5.
The study by SCUK has omitted the phenomenon of child sexual abuse. However, the interview with at *Liga Moçambicana dos Direitos Humanos*, which has offices in Tete and Beira, has revealed that female UMC in Mozambique are exposed to the risk of sexual abuse.\(^{39}\) The border police is under the obligation to report any matter of unaccompanied child migration to the immigration officers. However, most of the times, when a female UMC is caught, she is asked for sexual favours in return of her freedom. Afraid of the consequences that will follow if she is handed over to the immigration officers, the child is forced to give in to the demands of the person in position of authority. The border police’s action is so ‘intertwined with the exercise of power’ that they ‘cease to see their acts as abusive’\(^{40}\). For the person in power, the female UMC is under the obligation to satisfy them sexually to be able to continue living in the country.

### 1.2.3 Child labour

Child labour affects around 215 million children around the world.\(^{41}\) It is important to note that not all work performed by the child can be classified as child labour. For instance, if children are ‘helping their parents around the home, assisting in a family business or earning pocket money outside school hours and during school holidays’ and this does not have any negative impact on their ‘health and personal development and does not interfere with their schooling’, these activities do not amount to child labour.\(^{42}\)

Child labour does not have a ‘universally accepted’\(^{43}\) definition and for the purposes of this paper, the definition provided for by the International Labour Organisation (ILO) will be used. The ILO defines child labour as ‘work that deprives children of their childhood, their potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical and mental development’.\(^{44}\) The work should be ‘prejudicial’ to the child.\(^{45}\)

---

\(^{39}\) \text{Gomes (n 31 above).}


\(^{44}\) \text{ILO (n 42 above).}

\(^{45}\) \text{Ennew et al (n 43 above) 52.}
UMC are vulnerable to child labour. Being undocumented and irregular, there is a very high probability that they will be economically exploited. Andrea Vasco, a researcher at UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), identified economic reasons as one of the motivation for child migration and as such, most of the children who are migrating will be at the risk of child labour.

Similar to the situation of all UMC around the world, UMC in Mozambique are also exposed to the risk of child labour. Many of the UMC work in farms and farmers hire UMC who approach them because UMC cost less than local labour. Moreover, UMC are preferred than the local labourers who ‘have access to labour unions who can protect their rights’.

SCUK has identified other areas where UMC work and it includes as follows:

construction, collecting and selling livestock, serving food and drinks in drinking establishments (barracacas), selling products in vending stalls in market areas and in the street, domestic work and working in restaurants...selling bed sheets, clothing, and other products...

UMC obtain jobs in restaurant because of the fact that they speak English and this is a sign of status because people speaking English are considered as being educated. Moreover, the illegal mining industry also accommodates UMC.

These jobs performed by UMC indeed fall under the category of child labour since they have a negative impact on the development of the child. Most of the times, the children who are working do not have access to education. Even if they want to study, they have to forsake education as an opportunity cost to work. Earning money to survive and to send home is a higher priority than acquiring education. Some of them are promised money but they do not get paid.

---

47 Andrea Vasco was undertaking research on behalf of UNICEF Mozambique on the issue of internal child migration in Mozambique and international migration of unaccompanied children from Mozambique to South Africa. She was interviewed on 17 September 2012.
49 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 8.
50 Interview by SCUK with a provincial government labour official in Visitors from Zimbabwe (n10 above) 8.
51 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 9.
52 Compared to local workers who speak Portuguese.
53 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 9.
54 Manjate (n 18 above).
55 Vasco (n 47 above).
56 As above.
1.2.4 Non-protection of socio-economic rights

Socio-economic rights have the aim, amongst others, to ensure that everyone has access to the resources of a country and enjoys from the services that are integral to the enjoyment of an adequate standard of living.\textsuperscript{57} Ensuring that everyone, including UMC, enjoy from socio-economic rights without any hindrance is a challenge to the principle of ‘universality’ proclaimed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR).\textsuperscript{58}

UMC in Mozambique, similarly to most migrants around the world, migrate with the hope of benefiting from a ‘greater enjoyment of their rights’.\textsuperscript{59} The rights protected by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1976 (ICESCR), as will be demonstrated in Chapter 2 of this paper, extend to protect even UMC. However, despite the provisions of the ICESCR, ‘migrants are routinely victims of a wide range of constraints to their economic, social, and cultural rights’.\textsuperscript{60} The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has highlighted that there should be no discrimination against UMC concerning their economic and social rights.\textsuperscript{61}

The study by SCUK demonstrates that UMC have difficulties in accessing their socio-economic rights due to their immigration status.\textsuperscript{62} Since they do not have the proper documents, UMC cannot be admitted into primary schools. The study also reveals that Mozambican authorities give priority to Mozambican children over UMC thus discriminating against them. In Manica, despite being enrolled in a school, UMC still do not benefit from the right to education since the medium of instruction is Portuguese.\textsuperscript{63}

1.2.5 Children in the deportation process

When a person is caught living in a host country after having breached the immigration laws, the first option is usually to deport him/her. UMC face the same plight and countries usually do not take

\textsuperscript{58} Preamble to the UDHR 1948.
\textsuperscript{60} UNICEF & National University of Lanus (n 59 above) 2.
\textsuperscript{61} Committee on the Rights of the Child ‘Concluding Observations of the Committee on the Rights of the Child: France’ (11 June 2009) CRC/C/FRA/CO/4 para 30.
\textsuperscript{62} Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 10.
\textsuperscript{63} As above.
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into account their 'best interests or their specific rights and needs' while deciding on their deportation.\textsuperscript{64}

In Mozambique, when UMC are caught without the proper documents, he/she is sent back to his home country as per the Immigration Act.\textsuperscript{65} However, the process which is adopted is not appropriate. The interview at \textit{Liga Moçambicana dos Direitos Humanos} revealed that the children are kept in prisons\textsuperscript{66} and the case of \textit{Centre for Child Law} from South Africa clearly demonstrates that unaccompanied minors should not be detained.\textsuperscript{67}

The deportation process entails many violations of the human rights of the child. For instance, the children are herded into a van which is overcrowded.\textsuperscript{68} Furthermore, when children, especially girls, are detained to be deported, they are vulnerable to child sexual abuse.\textsuperscript{69}

\subsection*{1.2.6 Street Children}

Street children form part of an ‘extremely vulnerable group’ of children and they live ‘without a safety net, often seeking new challenges’.\textsuperscript{70} They ‘lack the primary socialisation and modelling framework of the family that is thought to foster healthy growth and development’.\textsuperscript{71} For the purposes of this paper, street children will be classified according to the definition adopted by the Inter Non-Governmental Organisation (Inter-NGO) which is as follows:\textsuperscript{72}

Any girl or boy who has not reached adulthood, for whom the street has become her or his habitual abode and/or sources of livelihood, and who is inadequately protected, supervised or directed by responsible adults.

Around the world, there are millions of children who resort to living in the streets to be able to survive.\textsuperscript{73} Although there are different factors which lead a child to the streets, it has been identified

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{64} UNICEF \& National University of Lanus (n 59 above) 10.
\textsuperscript{65} Article 29 of the Immigration Act 5/93.
\textsuperscript{66} Gomes (n 31 above).
\textsuperscript{67} \textit{Centre for Child Law v Minister of Home Affairs} 2005 (6) SA 50(T).
\textsuperscript{68} Gomes (n 31 above).
\textsuperscript{69} As above.
\textsuperscript{72} Inter-NGO, Switzerland, 1985.
\end{flushleft}
that most of them 'go on the street to look for a better way of life'. However, once on the streets, the children are vulnerable to child sexual exploitation and criminal activities.

There are some UMC in Mozambique who live on the streets in the absence of them having a job in the farm or other sectors. They survive by looking for food in the dustbins, or by begging or recycling bottles.

The above risks and vulnerabilities demonstrate that UMC form part of a vulnerable group thus requiring additional protection.

1.3 Research Questions

The main question of the study is whether there is proper implementation of international, regional and domestic laws in Mozambique to ensure that the rights of UMC in Mozambique are protected. The subsequent questions are as follows:

(a) What are the obligations of Mozambique to protect UMC?
(b) What are the challenges faced in the protection of UMC in Mozambique?
(c) What should be done to ensure a better protection for UMC in Mozambique?

1.4 Research methodology

Firstly a desktop research has been carried out to understand the general situation of UMC. Primarily, there was a study of international and regional treaties and the soft laws relating to the matter and the domestic laws in Mozambique to analyse the obligations on the State to protect UMC. Secondary sources such as scholarly writings, journal articles and reports have been used to have a general overview of the situation of migrant children around the world and in Mozambique.

There were interviews carried out with officials from UNICEF, SC International in Mozambique, Red Came and Liga Moçambicana dos Direitos Humanos in Mozambique. Participation in a conference on the protection of children on the move at the Ressano Garcia border on 13 September 2012 also provided guidance concerning the present study. The research was supplemented through information gained from participation in the SANTAC Regional Consultative Meeting on Children on the Move held in Maputo, Mozambique on 18 and 19 October 2012.

---

74 PC Shukla Street children and the asphalt life (2005) 3.
76 HDA (n 6 above) 47.
77 HDA (as above).
1.5 Significance

A study conducted by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) identified that there are ‘serious protection gaps for migrant children in every region of the world’.\textsuperscript{78}

Article 35 of the Constitution of Mozambique\textsuperscript{79} extends the protection of fundamental rights, duties and freedoms to the citizens of Mozambique.\textsuperscript{80} Mozambique has ratified\textsuperscript{81} the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC)\textsuperscript{82} and the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child\textsuperscript{83} (African Children’s Charter),\textsuperscript{84} the preambles of which emphasise on the protection of the rights of the child without discrimination of any kind, including national origin.\textsuperscript{85} As a result, the government of Mozambique is under the obligation to protect unaccompanied foreign children who are in its territory.

However, the Immigration Act,\textsuperscript{86} which regulates the entry in and departure from Mozambique, acts as a hindrance to the protection of UMC. Article 6 of the Immigration Act requires a person entering the country to have a passport or valid travel document and a visa issued by competent Mozambican authorities. Moreover, for minors, they need a written authorisation from their guardian and proof of means of subsistence.\textsuperscript{87} The Immigration Act makes no mention of UMC and this results into them not being recognised while having access to Mozambique.

The Constitution of Mozambique makes provision for refugees in its section 20 as follows:

\textit{The Republic of Mozambique shall grant asylum to foreigners persecuted on the grounds of their struggle for national liberation, for democracy, for peace and for the protection of human rights. The law shall define political refugee status.}

\textsuperscript{78} Website of the OHCHR ‘Urgent need to protect the rights of migrant children’ available at http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/RightsOfMigrantChildren.aspx (accessed on 8 August 2012).
\textsuperscript{79} Constitution of Mozambique 2004.
\textsuperscript{80} Article 35 of the Constitution of Mozambique: ‘All citizens are equal before the law, and they shall enjoy the same rights and be subject to the same duties, regardless of colour, race, sex, ethnic origin, place of birth, religion, level of education, social position, the marital status of their parents, their profession or their political preference.’
\textsuperscript{81} Mozambique ratified the CRC in April 1994.
\textsuperscript{82} The CRC entered into force on 2 September 1990.
\textsuperscript{83} The African Children’s Charter entered into force on 29 November 1999.
\textsuperscript{84} Mozambique ratified the African Children’s Charter in July 1998.
\textsuperscript{85} Paragraph 3 of the preamble of the CRC.
\textsuperscript{86} Immigration Act Legislation No 5/93.
\textsuperscript{87} Article 16 of the Immigration Act.
UMC are not granted refugee status because they do not form part of the categories listed by the Refugee Act. Article 1 of the Refugees Act\textsuperscript{88} defines a person entitled to refugee status as follows:

(a) who has a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to that country or to seek its protection;

(b) who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual residence, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it;

(c) who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events seriously disturbing public order in a part or the whole of the country of origin, is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another place outside his country of origin or nationality shall be considered a refugee.

Most of the UMC do not form part of any of the above categories and as such are not entitled to refugee status.

The irregular migration of UMC affects them in several ways resulting into violations of their human rights. Section 1.2 of the present study has described the risks and vulnerabilities faced by UMC in Mozambique. The present study is significant to investigate as to why UMC are exposed to those risks and vulnerabilities despite the protection framework in place.

The issue of UMC in Mozambique is under-researched: most of the research concentrates on trafficking of children while ignoring the independent movement of children into Mozambique.\textsuperscript{89}

This study is significant in that it analyses the issue of UMC in Mozambique and identifies the gaps while providing for recommendations.

1.6 Literature review

Research on child migration has been escalating in the past twenty years.\textsuperscript{90} The International Organisation for Migrants (IOM) has highlighted that child and youth migration, being part of the contemporary world’s migration flows, is being 'considered as a new area of concern and focus'.\textsuperscript{91}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{88} Refugee Act No 21/1991.
\textsuperscript{89} Manjate (n 18 above).
\end{footnotesize}
As pointed out by Professor Kooymans, 

\[92\] ‘a child is a human being in its formative stage’ and ‘he is entitled to special protection in order to enable him to fully deploy his personality, his talents and aptitudes’, \[93\]

On the international and regional level, various writings including that of Ressler et al, \[94\] Kanics et al, \[95\] Hashim et al, \[96\] Orgocka, \[97\] Ensor et al, \[98\] Furia, \[99\] Steinbock, \[100\] Martina et al, \[101\] Piwowarczyk \[102\] and Swart \[103\] demonstrate the vulnerability of UMC. Concerning Mozambique, there are publications by Save the Children UK which studies the situation of UMC in Mozambique.

Ressler et al point out the vulnerability of UMC, who are ‘dependent on the chance of charity of others, which can fall short of even minimal care and protection’. \[104\] The book, which is divided into four parts, provides for a conceptual overview on the plight of UMC.

UMC face the ‘risk of deprivation of basic needs, physical violations, sexual abuse, trade in children and other kinds of exploitation’. \[105\] Steinbock puts forward the complexity of the issue of child migration and he concludes by saying that the ‘cure’ to protect UMC is not yet found and the best that can be done is to ‘ameliorate, to the extent possible’ their separated statuses. \[106\]

While introducing the book edited by Kanics et al, Hernandez and Touzenis describe child migration as a ‘specific phenomenon all over the world’. \[107\] They also highlight the difficulty UMC face as a result of travelling without their family. They describe unaccompanied child migration as ‘irregular’.

---

\[92\] Former UN Rapporteur on Torture.
\[93\] Professor Kooymans during the Introductory Speech at the Banquet of ‘Children on the Move’ Conference which took place in Amsterdam from 23 to 25 November 1994 available in JE Doek & HV Loon Children on the move: How to implement their right to family life (1996) 18.
\[95\] J Kanics et al Migrating alone: Unaccompanied and separated children’s migration to Europe (2010).
\[97\] Orgocka (n 90 above).
\[98\] MO Ensor & EM Godziak Children and Migration: At the crossroads of resilience and vulnerability (2010).
\[104\] Ressler et al (n 94 above) 4.
\[105\] Steinbock (n 100 above) 299.
\[106\] Steinbock (n 100 above) 303.
\[107\] Kanics et al (n 95 above) xiii.
which ‘increases the risks of exploitation or abuse’.\(^{108}\) Hashim et al, who focus on child migration in Western Africa, especially in rural Burkina Faso and Ghana, also pointed to the independent decision of the child to migrate.\(^{109}\) The unaccompanied migration of children in Mozambique is similar to the migration of children in Europe and Western Africa since all situations concern the children who take ‘a positive decision … with the aim of improving life opportunities’.\(^{110}\)

The vulnerability faced by UMC is also discussed by Orgocka.\(^{111}\) He perceives an unaccompanied migrant child as ‘a vulnerable human often being a victim of circumstances and/or adults’ decisions.\(^{112}\) UMC, unlike other children, have to struggle to lead a normal life since they have to face hardships such as ‘fighting off the odds of violent realities, resisting stereotypical assumptions and figuring out integration and life choices as they are shaped by existing opportunity structures’.\(^{113}\)

Ensor et al\(^{114}\) contributes to the literature on child migration in a different perspective. They do not perceive independent child migration as ‘coercion’\(^{115}\) by adults. Instead, they emphasise upon other motivations for child migration and consider the children as active agents who decide on their own to move. They recognise UMC as ‘active, politically and socially aware individuals, not objectified, passive victims’\(^{116}\). The present paper is along the same lines and includes the possibility of UMC participating in ‘the migration business’.\(^{117}\)

Furia highlights the lack of political will to protect UMC since it conflicts with their policy to restrain illegal immigration.\(^{118}\) The issue of unaccompanied child migration is not only a legal issue but also a social issue.\(^{119}\) While the government is trying to control immigration into its country, it should perceive child migration from a human rights point of view.\(^{120}\) However, there is ‘tension’ while reconciling ‘assistance to the children’ and the immigration policies of a country.\(^{121}\) Sometimes it is

---

\(^{108}\) Kanics et al (n 95 above) xiv.

\(^{109}\) Hashim et al (n 96 above).

\(^{110}\) Kanics et al (n 95 above) xiv.

\(^{111}\) Orgoka (n 90 above) 3.

\(^{112}\) Orgoka (n 90 above) 8.

\(^{113}\) Orgoka (as above).

\(^{114}\) Ensor et al (n 98 above).


\(^{116}\) Sigona (n 115 above) 277.


\(^{118}\) Furia (n 99 above) 2.

\(^{119}\) Martina (n 101 above) 440.

\(^{120}\) Martina (as above).

\(^{121}\) Martina (n 101 above) 449.
difficult to give attention to UMC when the country’s own society is at ‘crossroads’ due to its immigration policy. The same scenario is happening in Mozambique where the Immigration laws, as discussed above, hinder the integration of UMC in Mozambique.

Swart has expressed concern about UMC being exploited because of ‘insufficient protection’. Goodwin blames the lack of protection of the rights of the child on the narrow definition of the practicality of international principles. The implementation of international instruments 'may not be broad enough and may not be implemented sufficiently at the national level'. Although Mozambique is party to international and regional instruments which ensure the protection of the child, it is facing difficulties to implement those provisions when it comes to UMC.

SCUK has raised the alarm over increasing numbers of Zimbabwean children illegally entering Mozambique to escape poverty at home. The study also demonstrates that UMC in Mozambique do not benefit from adequate protection.

The current paper will study both the social and legal implications of UMC in Mozambique. It will provide details as to how international, regional and domestic laws can be implemented to provide for a better protection of UMC.

1.7 Definition of UMC

General Comment No 6 of 2005 defines unaccompanied children as follows:

...children, as defined in article 1 of the Convention, who have been separated from both parents and other relatives and are not being cared for by an adult who, by law or custom, is responsible for doing so.

The report by IOM differentiates between dependent and independent child migration. The focus of the present paper is on independent child migration whereby children move ‘without close family
members or residents’ and which is ‘often carried out with the aim of seeking employment or education’.  

This paper will not look into trafficked children. UNICEF refers to a trafficked child as follows:

A child has been trafficked if he or she has been moved within a country, or across borders, whether by force or not, with the purpose of exploiting the child.

Therefore, this paper will focus on children who migrate on their own without the assistance of a third person who wants to exploit them commercially.

1.8 Scope and limitations of the study
The first limitation encountered was a language barrier. The author of the present paper is not Portuguese speaking and most of the domestic laws of Mozambique are in Portuguese. Furthermore, all the relevant stakeholders could not be interviewed since most of the people are not fluent in English and there was no opportunity to travel to the border at Beira or Tete, where most of the UMC are. However, this limitation was minimised with the help of English speaking people who helped in the understanding of the laws and the situation of UMC in Mozambique.

Moreover, there is not much literature on Mozambique concerning the issue of UMC. The study relies upon the findings of UNICEF Mozambique and SCUK in Mozambique for information about the present issue.

Another limitation is that the paper does not target trafficked children but concentrates instead on children who migrate independently on their own.

1.9 Overview of chapters
The present paper consists of five chapters. The first chapter, which is this chapter, introduces the study and describes the risks and vulnerabilities that UMC in Mozambique are exposed to. It defines the term ‘UMC’ for the purpose of this study and presents the research questions. It also sets out the research methodology used. It gives the rationale for this study and covers an overview of existing literature whilst laying the limitations to the study.

---

130 IOM 2011 (p 91 above) footnote 42.
Chapter two studies the relevant international, regional and domestic laws and policies in relation to UMC. This chapter establishes legal and policy framework within which Mozambique should operate to ensure the protection of UMC.

Chapter three identifies the gaps and challenges in protecting UMC. It highlights the major obstacles that Mozambique faces while implementing the laws.

Finally, chapter four summarises the study and provides for practical recommendations to overcome the challenges faced.
2. MOZAMBIQUE’S OBLIGATIONS TO PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF UMC

UMC require protection of their human rights through international, regional and domestic instruments. The focus of this study is the protection of UMC in Mozambique. This chapter will expand upon the obligations of Mozambique to protect the rights of UMC: it will make reference to the international obligations, regional obligations and domestic obligations.

2.1 International obligations

International obligations arise in different ways\(^\text{132}\) including from international conventions and from international customary law, which form part of the sources of international law.\(^\text{133}\) Ressler \textit{et al} have stressed on the importance of these obligations which define the framework within which UMC’s issues are tackled.\(^\text{134}\)

The Universal Declaration on Human Rights 1948 (UDHR), the ‘milestone document in the history of human rights’,\(^\text{135}\) recognises that ‘all human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights’\(^\text{136}\) and that the rights in the UDHR should be conferred upon everyone without ‘distinction of any kind’ and this includes national origin.\(^\text{137}\) Hence, the rights recognised should be extended to UMC within the territory of Mozambique.

At the international level, the recognition of the rights of the child can find its roots in the Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child adopted by the Assembly of the League of Nations in 1924 (1924 Declaration)\(^\text{138}\) where it was declared that ‘mankind owes to the child the best it has to give’\(^\text{139}\) and that the ‘orphan and the waif must be sheltered and succored’.\(^\text{140}\) The 1959 Declaration\(^\text{141}\) is another important step for the protection of the rights of the child since it was ‘the first serious attempt to describe in a reasonably detailed manner’ the rights of the child.\(^\text{142}\)


\(^{133}\) Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.

\(^{134}\) Ressler \textit{et al} (n 94 above) 3.


\(^{136}\) Article 1 of the UDHR.

\(^{137}\) Article 2 of the UDHR.


\(^{139}\) Geneva Declaration of the Rights of the Child 1924, adopted during the 5\textsuperscript{th} Assembly of the League of Nations on 26 September 1924

\(^{140}\) Paragraph 3 of the 1924 Declaration.

\(^{141}\) Declaration on the Rights of the Child GA RES 1386 (XIV), UN Doc A/4354 (1959).

\(^{142}\) J Fortin \textit{Children’s rights and developing law} (2003) 35.
Mozambique's international obligations to protect UMC also arise from soft laws. There is no agreed definition of soft laws. Dugard, while highlighting that soft law does not have the 'status of law', has defined it as comprising of 'imprecise standards, generated by declaration adopted by diplomatic conferences or resolutions of international organisations, that are intended to serve as guidelines to states in their conduct'. Mozambique has to abide by both 'hard' laws and soft laws that provide for guidance on the protection of UMC.

2.1.1 The CRC 1990

The UN General Assembly adopted the CRC without any 'dissenting' vote on the 20 November 1989 and it entered into force on 2 September 1990, which was a short period of time compared to other international human rights treaties of the UN. The Convention, which is considered as a 'historical milestone' and which represents 'an enormous advancement towards protecting the rights of the children', had 193 parties as at 23 September 2012.

The CRC, the 'primary normative standards in relation to children’s rights', protects the rights of all children irrespective of their 'nationality or immigration status'. Article 2 of the CRC imposes an obligation on States not to practice discrimination of any kind while protecting the rights of children in their jurisdiction. UMC are faced with situations whereby they do not benefit from the rights provided for by the CRC. Mozambique, having ratified the CRC, has the obligation to ensure that UMC are not deprived of the rights enshrined therein.

---

147 As above.
150 Study of the OHCHR on challenges and best practices in the implementation of the international framework for the protection of the rights of the child in the context of migration submitted to the Human Rights Council during its 15th Session on 5 July 2010 para 9.
152 Article 2(1) of the CRC: 'States Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child's or his or her parent's or legal guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.'
The CRC is based on four core principles: non-discrimination, the best interests of the child, the right to life, survival and development and respect for the views of the child.¹⁵³

The CRC does not provide for an ´independent right to freedom of discrimination´¹⁵⁴ but provides for non-discrimination with regards to the protection of the rights enshrined in the Convention. Since children are most of the time deprived from their rights due to discrimination, this principle is imperative to ensure that the child’s ´inherent entitlement to fundamental rights and freedom´ is recognised.¹⁵⁵ UMC are discriminated against because of their nationality and are denied the rights protected by the CRC. They do not have proper documentation and cannot therefore enjoy various rights such as the right to education or the right to health amongst others.

The CRC is further guided by the ´best interests of the child´ principle, provided for by article 3 of the Convention.¹⁵⁶ According to Ressler et al, the best interests of the child principle guides the relevant stakeholders concerning the protection of UMC: States have to protect UMC at all times and ensure that the child’s welfare is given priority and that the States meet the developmental needs of the child.¹⁵⁷

Article 6 of the CRC provides for the right to life survival and development of the child.¹⁵⁸ The right to life includes ´the chance to be able to live and have the possibility to grow, to develop and become adults´.¹⁵⁹ The right to survival and development is a ´dynamic process´, which requires States Parties to take positive, steps in the realisation of these rights.¹⁶⁰ These rights have an ´umbrella approach´ which provides for the ´equality of opportunity and distributive justice´ for all children.¹⁶¹ The States Parties are under the obligation to ensure to the ´maximum extent possible´ that UMC within their territories benefit from their right to survival and development.

¹⁵⁴ S Detrick (n 146 above) 72.
¹⁵⁶ Article 3(1) of the CRC: ´In all actions concerning children, whether undertaken by public or private social welfare institutions, courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration.´
¹⁵⁷ Ressler et al (n 94 above) 282.
¹⁵⁸ Article 6 of the CRC: ´(1) States Parties recognise that every child has the inherent right to life. (2) States Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the child.´
¹⁶⁰ GV Bueren The international law on the rights of the child (1998) 293.
¹⁶¹ As above.
States Parties have to respect the views of the child according to article 12 of the CRC. The States Parties have to provide guarantee ‘in law and in administrative practice’ that the right of UMC is heard. Therefore, Mozambique, instead of deporting UMC when they are caught, should consult them to know their opinions.

Mozambique has the obligation to protect the rights of UMC in its territory to ensure abidance to these four core principles.

Moreover, article 2 of the CRC imposes an obligation on Mozambique to ensure that UMC in its territory have access to economic, social and cultural rights. Article 32(1) of the CRC requires States to protect UMC from child labour. It provides as follows:

States recognise the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development.

Mozambique has to ensure that it protects UMC from the risks and vulnerabilities that they are exposed to so that they can benefit from the protection of the above provisions.

2.1.2 The ICESR

The ICESCR is a ‘pillar for human rights protection within the UN’ and it ‘protects a wide spectrum of socio-economic rights that can be claimed by everyone’. The rights protected in the ICESCR can be claimed by even children who, ‘because of their vulnerability, are entitled to special protection and assistance additional to that provided for adults’. Article 10(3) of the ICESCR provides as follows:

Special measures of protection and assistance should be taken on behalf of all children and young persons without any discrimination for reasons of parentage or other conditions. Children and young

---

162 Article 12(1) of the CRC: ‘States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child.’

163 OHCHR (n 150 above) para 29.

164 Article 4 of the CRC: ‘…With regard to economic, social and cultural rights, States Parties shall undertake such measures to the maximum extent of their available resources and, where needed, within the framework of international co-operation.’


persons should be protected from economic and sexual exploitation. Their employment in work
harmful to their morals or health or dangerous to life or likely to hamper their normal development
should be punishable by law.

Moreover, article 11 of the ICESCR provides for an adequate standard of living for everyone. Whilst
article 12 provides for the protection of the right to health, article 13 of the ICESR recognises the
right to education. The above articles impose an obligation on Mozambique to protect the rights of
UMC who are likely to be in situations where their rights are violated.

2.1.3 The Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women
1981 (CEDAW)
A ‘revolutionary document’,\textsuperscript{168} the CEDAW brings into spotlight the human rights of ‘the female half
of humanity’.\textsuperscript{169} The provisions of the CEDAW protect the rights of female UMC who are exposed to
commercial sexual exploitation and sexual abuse. Article 6 of the CEDAW imposes an obligation on
Mozambique to protect the unaccompanied migrant child from commercial sexual exploitation.\textsuperscript{170}

Mozambique has the obligation to protect female UMC who are easy prey for commercial sexual
exploitation by adults who consider them cheaper than the local sex workers. Appropriate measures
should also be taken to prevent persons in authority to abuse female UMC.

2.1.4 The OP\textsuperscript{171}
The OP has as aim to extend the ‘scope and reach’ of the CRC’s provisions concerning the sale of
children, child prostitution and child pornography.\textsuperscript{172} It lays emphasis on the criminalisation of
these activities and considers them as serious violations of the rights of the child.\textsuperscript{173}

There is an obligation on the part of States Parties to prohibit child prostitution.\textsuperscript{174} Article 9 further
requires States Parties to ‘adopt or strengthen, implement and disseminate laws, administrative
measures, social policies and programmes to prevent the offences’ provided for by the OP.

\textsuperscript{168} C Chinkin ‘Thoughts on the UN Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)’
in M Shivdas & S Coleman (eds) Without prejudice: CEDAW and the determination of women’s rights in a legal and cultural
\textsuperscript{170} Article 6 of the CEDAW: ‘States Parties shall take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms
of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women.’
\textsuperscript{171} Mozambique accessed to the OP on 6 March 2003.
\textsuperscript{172} AT Gallagher The international law of human trafficking (2010) 67.
\textsuperscript{174} Article 1 of the OP.
Moreover, ‘attention should be given to protect children who are especially vulnerable to such practices’.\textsuperscript{175}

Mozambique has the obligation, as per the OP, to protect UMC who are vulnerable to commercial sexual exploitation.

### 2.1.5 ILO Conventions

The only ‘tripartite’ UN international organisation, the ILO\textsuperscript{176} is ‘responsible for drawing up and overseeing international labour standards’.\textsuperscript{177} The ILO has shown its interest to protect ‘children and young persons’ upon its establishment.\textsuperscript{178} The Preamble of its Constitution\textsuperscript{179} and two of its Conventions\textsuperscript{180} amongst others demonstrate the ILO’s interest to protect children who are working.

Article 1 of the Minimum Age Convention imposes an obligation on States Parties to devise policies to ‘ensure the effective abolition of child labour and to raise progressively the minimum age for admission to employment’. ILO Convention No 182 includes ‘work, which by its nature or the circumstances in which it is carried out, is likely to harm the health, safety or morals of children’ in its definition for ‘the worst forms of child labour’.\textsuperscript{181}

UMC, who are as ‘young as five years of age’,\textsuperscript{182} are victims of worst forms of child labour since it affects their ‘health and safety’ and as such Mozambique has the obligation to apply the provisions of the ILO Conventions to protect them.

### 2.1.6 Report of the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants (2009 Report)\textsuperscript{183}

The UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, who focuses on thematic issues, forms part of one of the special procedures established by the HRC.\textsuperscript{184} The 2009 report focuses on the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Article 9(1) of the OP.
\item Paragraph 2 of the Preamble of the ILO Constitution: ‘...the protection of children, young persons ...’
\item Minimum Age Convention 1973 (No 138) and Convention concerning the prohibition and immediate action for the elimination of the worst forms of child labour 1999 (No 182).
\item Article 3 of the ILO Convention No 182.
\item Y Duncan (n 4 above).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
The protection of children in the context of migration thus identifying child migration as a ‘threat’. This Report is a contribution to the ‘development of international standards needed for a better protection’ of migrant children, whether accompanied or not.

The 2009 Report highlights that UMC are ‘vulnerable to human rights violations and abuses at all stages of the migration process’. Furthermore, the reluctance of States to recognise UMC as being different from adults has also been pointed out and presents this as a ‘challenge’ that States have to ‘overcome’. The 2009 Report also underlines the conflict between migration and the human rights of the child since most immigration laws do not specifically provide for unaccompanied children.

The 2009 Report considers repatriation as a ‘measure of protection’ which should be effected only in the best interests of the child and in case of family reunification. States should provide for mechanisms whereby UMC are heard before they are deported.

The Special Rapporteur has also pointed out that there should be ‘rights-based responses’ concerning the protection of UMC in the host countries. There should be ‘social integration and cohesion’ which ensure that UMC have access to their rights.

Therefore, Mozambique should adopt an ‘adequate legal framework’ to protect the vulnerable UMC and devise action plans which reconcile the immigration laws with the human rights of the child to ensure that it abides by the 2009 Report.

2.1.7 General Comment 6 of 2005

Article 45 (d) of the CRC confers upon the CRC Committee the power to issue general comments. General Comment 6 of 2005 is an example of the ‘holistic approach’ that the CRC Committee takes to...
interpret the CRC with the view to ‘pay special attention to vulnerable groups of children ... and to highlight the importance of implementing the CRC for adolescents and young children’.196

General Comment 6 of 2005, adopted on 1 September 2005, is the product of the 39th Session of the CRC Committee that was held from 17 May to 3 June 2005. It highlights the fact that UMC are vulnerable and that States face challenges to ensure that ‘such children are able to access and enjoy their rights’.197 It stresses the point that there are ‘a number of protection gaps in the protection of such children’.198

Part IV of General Comment 6 of 2005 expands upon the applicable principles that provide for the protection of UMC. It first confers upon States Parties a legal obligation towards UMC by emphasising that a State has to abide by the provisions of the CRC even with respect to ‘those children who come under the State’s jurisdiction while attempting to enter the country’s territory’.199 The rights enshrined in the CRC should not be ‘limited to children who are citizens of a State Party’ but should also extend to UMC.200

The second principle that the General Comment expands on is that of non-discrimination which is enshrined in article 2 of the CRC. While acknowledging that policies and measures relating to public order can be adopted, the CRC Committee has underlined that they should be ‘proportional’ and ‘least intrusive’.201 Mozambique has the obligation to provide for immigration laws or refugee laws that are in conformity to the protection of the rights of UMC.

The next principle that Mozambique should apply for the protection of UMC is that of best interests of the child.202 Mozambique should first carry out a ‘comprehensive assessment203 of the child’s identity’ to conclude as to what is in their best interests and should therefore allow UMC ‘access to
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197 Paragraph 1 of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
200 As above.
201 Paragraph 18 of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
202 Article 3 of the CRC.
203 Part V(a) of the General Comment 6 of 2005 which provides for Initial Assessment and Measures includes identification, registration and documentation amongst others.
the territory’ instead of deporting them to their country of origin as soon as they are caught within the territory of Mozambique.204

Furthermore, the General Comment also considers the right to survival and development of UMC to be threatened because they are ‘vulnerable to risks’ and are involved in activities that could ‘result in harm to the child, or in extreme cases, in death’.205 Mozambique should take ‘practical measures to protect the children from the risks’ faced.206

The protection of UMC is also based on the principle of non-refoulement.207 Under the CRC, States Parties have the obligation not to return a child to ‘a country where there are substantial grounds for believing that there is a real risk of irreparable harm to the child’.208 UMC in Mozambique come mostly from Zimbabwe where there is a ‘real risk’ of irreparable harm because of the political situation in the country. Mozambique is under the obligation to welcome these children so as to avoid any ‘irreparable harm’ to them.

Article 20 and 22 of the CRC oblige Mozambique to provide for care and accommodation for UMC.209 Paragraph 40 of the General Comment 6 of 2005 emphasises that alternative care systems should also extend to ‘unaccompanied … children outside their country of origin’. The State should thus integrate UMC in their policies for alternative care systems.

The General Comment 6 of 2005 imposes on Mozambique the obligation to ensure that UMC enjoy from an adequate standard of living210 and from the highest attainable standard of health and facilities211 without any discrimination on the basis of them being migrant children.

Part V(g) of the General Comment 6 of 2005 obliges Mozambique to protect UMC from ‘trafficking and of sexual and other forms of exploitation, abuse and violence’. The State should take ‘necessary measures’ that include the inquiring of the whereabouts of UMC and sensitisation campaigns.212

Part VI of the General Comment 6 of 2005 expands upon article 22 of the CRC and provides for protection to a child who is seeking asylum. As discussed in the introduction, UMC in Mozambique

204 Paragraph 20 of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
207 Principle (f) of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
209 Part V(c) of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
210 Part V(e) of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
211 Part V(f) of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
212 Paragraph 52 of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
face obstacles to have refugee status because of the strict requirement of the immigration laws. Mozambique is under the obligation to bring its legislation in conformity with the CRC to address the special treatment to UMC.\textsuperscript{213}

### 2.1.8 General Assembly Resolution 51/77\textsuperscript{214}

Resolutions by the General Assembly, which have a ‘normative value’,\textsuperscript{215} form part of the ways in which ‘general customary process’ can be influenced.\textsuperscript{216} The \textit{Nicaragua} case\textsuperscript{217} established that resolutions might be ‘understood as an acceptance of the validity of the rule or set of rules declared by the resolutions themselves’.\textsuperscript{218}

Such an acceptance is the General Assembly Resolution 51/77, which focuses on the right of the child. This Resolution emphasises that national laws should be strengthened to ensure protection of the child and it includes refugee and displaced children.\textsuperscript{219} Part IV of the Resolution reinforces the obligation that States have to protect children from sexual exploitation. Furthermore, Part V concentrates on the elimination of the exploitation of child labour. Resolution 51/77 urges governments to prioritise the adoption of necessary measures to eliminate child labour.\textsuperscript{220}

Mozambique has the obligation to reinforce the laws concerning the protection of UMC to abide by the provisions of the Resolution 51/77.

### 2.1.9 HRC Resolution 9/5 on the human rights of migrants (Resolution 9/5)\textsuperscript{221}

Paragraph 4 of Resolution 9/5 reiterates that States must protect the rights of everyone within its territory ‘without discrimination of any kind, including in particular on the basis of national origin’. Resolution 9/5 also highlights that States should respect the human rights of the vulnerable children who ‘cross international borders without the required travel documents’.\textsuperscript{222} Paragraphs 1(a) and 2 of the resolutions taken emphasises that States should not give importance to the immigration status of UMC while protecting their human rights and fundamental freedoms.

\textsuperscript{213} Part VI of the General Comment 6 of 2005.
\textsuperscript{214} UN General Assembly Resolution A/RES/51/77 on The rights of the child adopted on 20 February 1997.
\textsuperscript{215} Legality of the threat or use of nuclear weapons ICJ Advisory Opinion of 8 July 1996, ICJ Reports 1996 paragraph 70.
\textsuperscript{216} VD Degan \textit{Sources of international law} (1997) 194.
\textsuperscript{217} Case concerning the military and paramilitary activities in and against Nicaragua (\textit{Nicaragua v The United States of America}) 27 June 1986 ICJ Reports 1986.
\textsuperscript{218} ICJ Reports 1986 para 188.
\textsuperscript{219} Preamble to the Resolution 51/77.
\textsuperscript{220} Paragraph 66 of the Resolution 51-77.
\textsuperscript{222} Paragraph 7 of Resolution 9/5.
Furthermore, this Resolution expresses concerns about States which ignore their international obligations towards UMC while adopting immigration laws which act as a hindrance for their protection.\footnote{Resolution 1(c) of Resolution 9/5.} Integration process in the host countries is considered as a best practice\footnote{Resolution 3(a) of Resolution 9/5.} and States are encouraged to ‘prevent and eliminate discriminatory policies that deny migrant children access to education’.\footnote{Resolution 3(d) of Resolution 9/5.}


The Inter-Agency Guiding Principles, which were developed following the 2004 Asian Tsunami, is a reflection of the position of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the International Rescue Committee (ICR), SCUK, the UNICEF, the UNHCR and World Vision International (WVI). They provide for a framework and a set of principles which are aimed at ensuring that unaccompanied children’s rights and needs are ‘addressed’.\footnote{Save the Children website available at http://resourcecentre.savethechildren.se/content/library/documents/inter-agency-guiding-principles-unaccompanied-and-separated-children (accessed on 2 October 2012).} Governments can use the Inter-Agency Guiding Principles to devise ways to meet their obligations vis-à-vis unaccompanied and separated children.\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 2.}

Of relevance to the situation prevailing in Mozambique is the guiding principle dealing with care arrangements,\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 42.} durable arrangements\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 54.} and the promotion of children’s rights.\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 66.} The Inter-Agency Guiding Principles defined protection as ‘all activities aimed at ensuring full respect for the rights of the individual’.\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 42.} Protection of the child is considered as the ‘overriding factor’ and the provision of ‘security and physical and emotional care’ are imperative for the development of the child.\footnote{Inter-Agency Guiding Principles 54.} States should come up with durable arrangements which include alternative long-term placement such as ‘foster care, group homes or adoption’, in line with the best interests of the child.\footnote{ICRC Report on the 4th Workshop ‘Workshop on protection for human rights and humanitarian organisations – Doing something about it and doing it well’ held at Geneva, 18-20 January 1999.}
2.1.11 UNHCR Guidelines on policies and procedures in dealing with unaccompanied children seeking asylum (UNHCR Guidelines)\textsuperscript{235}

The UNHCR Guidelines are a contribution towards the ‘improvement of the relevant legal protection framework and implementation practices’\textsuperscript{236}. As many other instruments aimed at the protection of the child, the UNHCR Guidelines are also guided by the best-interests of the child principle\textsuperscript{237}. The UNHCR Guidelines take into consideration the situation where unaccompanied children migrate ‘willingly’, ‘to secure a better future’: it does not take into consideration only children who fear persecution or who are victims of human rights abuses\textsuperscript{238}. Therefore, these guidelines are relevant to improve the protection of UMC in Mozambique.

Section 4 of the UNHCR Guidelines emphasises that unaccompanied children ‘should not be refused access to the territory’ and that the States should investigate into their ‘claims’ bearing into mind their tender age. Registration and documentation of UMC is important for them to have access to many of their rights and this can be done through interviews\textsuperscript{239}.

Section 7.1 of the UNHCR Guidelines clearly demonstrates that UMC are ‘entitled to special care and protection’. Access to health care\textsuperscript{240} and education\textsuperscript{241} should not be hindered despite the fact that UMC are in a foreign country without proper documentation.

2.2 Regional obligations

Regionally, Mozambique is a member of the African Union, one of the objectives of which is to ‘promote and protect human and peoples’ rights’\textsuperscript{242}. The African Union’s two important instruments, namely the African Charter and the African Children’s Charter, impose an obligation on Mozambique to protect the rights of UMC.

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{237} UNHCR Guiding Principles 1.
\textsuperscript{238} UNHCR Guiding Principles 4.
\textsuperscript{239} Section 5.6 of the UNCHR Guiding Principles.
\textsuperscript{240} Sections 7.9-7.11 of the UNHCR Guiding Principles.
\textsuperscript{241} Sections 7.12-7.14 of the UNHCR Guiding Principles.
\textsuperscript{242} Article 3(h) of the Constitutive Act of the African Union 2000.
\end{footnotes}
2.2.1 African Charter

The African Charter is ‘without a doubt’ a ‘par excellence’ document since while recognising the fundamental rights and freedom of the individual it also recognises the individual’s economic, social and cultural rights. Article 2 of the African Charter provides that the rights and freedoms enshrined therein are to be extended to everyone irrespective of their national origin. UMC are therefore entitled to benefit from the rights and freedoms set forth in the African Charter despite the fact that they are not nationals of Mozambique.

2.2.2 African Children’s Charter

Since the CRC did not ‘address certain peculiarly African problems’, there was a need to develop an African instrument which took the form of the African Children’s Charter. The provisions of the African Children’s Charter impose an obligation on Mozambique to protect UMC.

The African Children’s Charter, while defining a child as any human being below the age of 18, recognises the right of every child to benefit from the rights and freedoms enshrined in the document irrespective of their national origin. States should be guided by the best interests of the child principle and the child should be given the opportunity to communicate his/her own views in judicial or administrative procedures.

Moreover, States should ‘ensure, to the maximum extent possible, the survival, protection and development of the child’. Under the African Children’s Charter, the children should be protected from child labour and sexual exploitation. Article 25 is applicable for the protection of UMC since it imposes an obligation on States to provide ‘special protection and assistance’ to a child who is deprived of his/her family.

---

244 Article 2 of the African Charter: ‘Every individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognised and guaranteed in the present Charter without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, color, sex, language, religion, political or any other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status.’
246 Article 2 of the African Children’s Charter: ‘For the purposes of this Charter, a child means every human being below the age of 18 years’.
248 Article 4 of the African Children’s Charter.
249 Article 4(2) of the African Children’s Charter.
250 Article 5 of the African Children’s Charter.
251 Article 15 of the African Children’s Charter.
252 Article 27 of the African Children’s Charter.
2.2.3 The Protocol to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights on the Rights of Women 2005 (African Women’s Protocol) 253

A ‘tool’ 254 for the African continent to protect the rights of women, the African Women’s Protocol compensates for the insufficiency of attention given to the rights of women in the African Charter. 255 The African Women’s Protocol expressly provides that it applies to every human being of female gender and as such includes even girls. 256 Thus female UMC are protected by the provisions of the African Women’s Protocol.

Article 4 of the African Women’s Protocol requires States Parties to prevent all forms of exploitation of women. 257 Furthermore, article 2(a) imposes an obligation on States Parties to ‘enact and enforce laws to prohibit all forms of violence against women including unwanted or forced sex whether the violence takes place in private or public’. The State also has the obligation to ‘punish perpetrators of violence against women’. 258 Women must have the right to control their fertility, 259 to decide on any method of contraception 260 and to be protected from sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS. 261 Moreover, female UMC are entitled to ‘nutritious and adequate food’ 262 and the State has to ‘establish adequate systems of supply and storage to ensure food security’. 263

All these provisions read together impose an obligation on Mozambique to protect the rights of female UMC who are exposed to situations which are likely to violate the provisions of the African Women’s Protocol.

2.3 Domestic obligations

To be in compliance with its international and regional obligations concerning the protection of UMC, Mozambique has enacted some laws domestically. The relevant instruments which impose an

255 Stefszyn (n 254 above) 2.
256 Article 1(k) of the African Women’s Protocol: ‘“Women” means persons of female gender, including girls.’
257 Article 4(1) of the African Women’s Protocol: ‘Every woman shall be entitled to respect for her life and the integrity and the security of her person. All forms of exploitation, cruel, inhuman or degrading punishment and treatment shall be prohibited.’
259 Article 14(1)(a) of the African Women’s Protocol.
262 Article 15 of the African Women’s Protocol.
263 Article 15(b) of the African Women’s Protocol.
obligation on Mozambique to protect the rights of UMC are the Constitution\textsuperscript{264} and the Children's Act 2008.

\subsection{The Constitution}

The Constitution is the supreme law of Mozambique in the sense that 'constitutional rules shall prevail over all other rules of the legal order',\textsuperscript{265} Contrary to the Constitution of South Africa\textsuperscript{266} which clearly stipulates that the provisions of the Constitution apply to everyone in the territory,\textsuperscript{267} the Constitution of Mozambique does not have such an express provision. Nevertheless, concerning the fundamental rights enshrined therein, the Constitution of Mozambique should be interpreted in line with the UDHR and the African Charter.\textsuperscript{268} Both the UDHR and the African Charter prohibits discrimination on the basis on national origin.\textsuperscript{269} Therefore, article 43 of the Constitution of Mozambique ensures that Mozambique extends the fundamental rights enshrined therein to UMC in its territory.

Article 47 of the Constitution of Mozambique recognises the vulnerability of the child and provides for special protection for the child. This article confers upon UMC the right to be consulted before they are deported to their country, thus eliminating their deportation as being the first option.\textsuperscript{270} Furthermore, the State is obliged to take into consideration the 'paramount interests of the child' while taking any decision concerning the child.\textsuperscript{271}

The Constitution, in its article 121, gives a special place to childhood and protects the child from any form of discrimination.\textsuperscript{272} Children must be protected from child labour.\textsuperscript{273}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{264} Constitution of Mozambique 16 November 2004.
\item \textsuperscript{265} Article 2(4) of the Constitution.
\item \textsuperscript{266} Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act No 108 of 1996.
\item \textsuperscript{267} Article 7(1) of the Constitution of South Africa: 'This Bill of Rights is a cornerstone of democracy in South Africa. It enshrines the rights of all people in our country and affirms the democratic values of human dignity, equality and freedom.'
\item \textsuperscript{268} Article 43 of the Constitution of Mozambique: 'The constitutional principles in respect of fundamental rights shall be interpreted and integrated in harmony with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and with the African Charter of Human and Peoples Rights.'
\item \textsuperscript{269} Article 2 of the UDHR and article 2 of the African Charter.
\item \textsuperscript{270} Article 47(2) of the Constitution of Mozambique: 'Children may express their opinion freely on issues that relate to them, according to their age and maturity.'
\item \textsuperscript{271} Article 47(3) of the Constitution of Mozambique: 'All acts carried out by public entities or private institutions in respect of children shall take into account, primarily, the paramount interests of the child.'
\item \textsuperscript{272} Article 121(2) of the Constitution of Mozambique.
\item \textsuperscript{273} Article 121(4) of the Constitution of Mozambique: 'Child labour shall be prohibited, whether the children are of compulsory school going age or any other age.'
\end{itemize}
recognises the right to education\textsuperscript{274} and the right to health,\textsuperscript{275} rights which are often deprived from UMC.

To ensure that the rights provided for by the Constitution are protected, the 2006-2010 National Action Plan for Children had been adopted. It includes orphans and vulnerable children and children at risks and UMC fall under that category.\textsuperscript{276} In 2009 there was the creation of the National Child Council which coordinates the implementation of the rights of the child.

Mozambique has to ensure the protection of the rights of UMC to be in line with the provisions of the Constitution, which is the supreme law of the land.

\textbf{2.3.2 The Children’s Act 2008}\textsuperscript{277}

This Act, which has as objective the protection and promotion of the rights of the child,\textsuperscript{278} translates the CRC and the African Children’s Charter into domestic legislation.\textsuperscript{279} The provisions of the Children’s Act apply to all children irrespective of their place of birth\textsuperscript{280} thus extending to UMC.

The State has the obligation to fulfil the rights of the child as a priority.\textsuperscript{281} Article 13 requires the State to protect the right to life and survival and development of the child. The right to education of the child is protected by article 38 of the Children’s Act. Furthermore, the child is protected from all forms of exploitative work\textsuperscript{282} and article 47 of the Children’s Act provides for the protection of the rights of the working child. All forms of sexual exploitation of the child are prohibited by the Children’s Act.\textsuperscript{283}

\textbf{2.4 Conclusion}

There are various international, regional and domestic laws and policies that can be implemented to ensure a better protection for UMC. At the international level, the main Convention which protects the rights of UMC is the CRC with its four core principles. Then, General Comment 6 of 2005 expands upon the content of the CRC to extend to UMC. At the regional level, although there is no specific

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{274} Article 88 of the Constitution of Mozambique: ‘In the Republic of Mozambique, education shall be a right and duty of all citizens.’
\textsuperscript{275} Article 89 of the Constitution of Mozambique: ‘All citizens shall have the right to medical and health care, within the terms of the law, and shall have the duty to promote and protect public health.’
\textsuperscript{276} Objective 7 of the National Action Plan on Children.
\textsuperscript{277} Law No 7/2008.
\textsuperscript{278} Article 3 of the Children’s Act: Every human being below the age of 18 years is considered as a child.
\textsuperscript{279} Article 1 of the Children’s Act.
\textsuperscript{280} Article 2(1), article 4(2) of the Children’s Act.
\textsuperscript{281} Article 7 of the Children’s Act.
\textsuperscript{282} Article 46 of the Children’s Act.
\textsuperscript{283} Article 63 of the Children’s Act.}
instrument aimed at the protection of UMC, the provisions of the African Charter and the African Children’s Charter can be used to protect the rights of the UMC. At the domestic level, the Constitution and the Children's Act 2008 ensure the protection of the rights of UMC although there is no specific law or policy which aims at the UMC.
3. CHALLENGES AND GAPS IN THE PROTECTION OF THE RIGHTS OF UMC

Chapter 2 has expanded upon the obligation of Mozambique to protect UMC. Despite these provisions, UMC are exposed to the risks and vulnerabilities elaborated upon in chapter 1 of this paper. This demonstrates that there are some protection gaps and that Mozambique is facing challenges to protect the rights of UMC. This section will examine the following challenges: the lack of international focus on the protection of UMC; the absence of consideration of UMC’s best interests; xenophobia, discrimination and intolerance; the deportation of UMC; the lack of human rights focus in international and regional cooperation; the absence of due process while coming to a decision of deportation; the lack of training of the concerned authorities; the lack of a proper mapping of service providers; insufficient data on UMC in Mozambique and; practical barriers for UMC’s to access to socio-economic rights.

3.1 The lack of international focus on the protection of UMC

On the international and regional arena, there are many human rights documents which ensure the protection of the rights of the child. However, it is noteworthy that very few of them make specific mention to UMC; most of the instruments have to be interpreted to include UMC. For instance, Chapter 2 of this paper has demonstrated how the four principles of the CRC need to be interpreted to ensure the protection of UMC although the CRC does not specifically mention them.

There is no specific treaty for the protection of UMC. The UN International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 1990 (Migrant Convention) does not cover UMC since their focus is on the families of migrant workers. Nevertheless, UMC move on their own and do not form part of a family in the host country and as such do not form part of the group targeted by the Migrant Convention.

284 Most of these challenges have been discussed in the background paper of the Committee on the Rights of the Child 2012 day of General Discussion titled 'The rights of all children in the context of international migration' (2012). However, further research was carried out which supplemented the challenges highlighted by the background paper.
286 Supra pages 18-20.
287 Article 1(1) of the Migrant Convention: 'The present Convention is applicable, except as otherwise provided hereafter, to all migrant workers and members of their families without distinction of any kind such as sex, race, colour, language, religion or conviction, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, nationality, age, economic position, property, marital status, birth or other status.'
Most of the instruments which make reference to UMC are soft laws. Soft laws are rather ‘controversial’ since they are not “‘hard laws” clearly stipulating binding legally binding obligations’. They have been categorised as being ‘illogical...confusing, misleading and even dangerous’. If a State does not respect this category of law, there is an absence of sanctions, and the lack of implementation of soft laws does not entail major consequences.

Due to the status of the instruments that protect the rights of UMC, States have often ignored the relevant international law. As a consequence, UMC have, ‘in a number of emergencies ... been left without food, medical care and shelter’.

Furthermore, the UNHCR has issued guidelines for the protection of UMC and although it targets children who are seeking asylum, it is very rare that UMC are granted refugee status. The international community tends to amalgamate UMC with unaccompanied minor refugees and this acts as a challenge in the protection of their rights. This is so because sometimes UMC do not seek refugee status and they thus do not fall within the ambit of the guidelines of the UNHCR.

The ambiguity at the international and regional level concerning the protection of UMC has a domino effect on their protection in Mozambique. It is a challenge for Mozambique to have a clearly defined framework for the protection of UMC since there is no Convention which specifically aims at them. Moreover, despite the existence of the IOM, the IOM has not effectuated much research on the issue of UMC in Mozambique.

3.2 The absence of consideration of UMC’s best interests

There have been several attempts to define what is meant by the best interests of the child and it has been pointed out that there should be a ‘broad interpretation’ of the notion which takes into consideration ‘virtually any factor that may affect a child’. In the context of child migration, States

---

288 For example the General Comment 6 of 2005, the 2009 Report, the General Assembly Resolution 51/77, the HRC Resolution 9/5, the Inter-Agency Guiding Principles and the UNHCR Guidelines.
290 As above.
292 Swart (n 103 above) 108.
293 Ressler et al (n 94 above) 300.
294 Gomes (n 31 above).
are required to take into consideration the short term and long term effect of any decision or policy on them.\textsuperscript{297}

States have been recommended to come up with a process which is able to determine the best interests of UMC on a case by case basis.\textsuperscript{298} Repatriation processes shall be examined in details and children should be repatriated only if it is in their best interests. Nevertheless, most countries do not have such a transparent mechanism and reach decisions which do not promote the best interests of the child.

States do not formulate their policies and laws in such a way that takes into consideration the best interests of UMC. This represents a challenge in the protection of UMC’s rights in various spheres since the best interests of the child are often a means of ensuring that the child benefit from the rights enshrined in the CRC.\textsuperscript{299}

3.3 Xenophobia, discrimination and intolerance

The Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants has identified that combatting xenophobia, discrimination and intolerance towards UMC is a challenge.\textsuperscript{300} One definition of xenophobia is that it comprises of ‘attitudes, prejudices and behaviour that reject, exclude and often vilify persons based on the perception that they are outsiders or foreigners to the community, society or national identity’.\textsuperscript{301} The migrant children are often excluded from society because they have a different national identity.

Usually, there is no proper avenue for UMC to enter a country and as such, they resort to irregular migration.\textsuperscript{302} This leads to the nationals of the country to think that they are staying in the country illegally and that their rights are not entitled to be respected.

Almost all the international and regional instruments protect the rights of UMC on the basis of non-discrimination.\textsuperscript{303} However, there is a challenge to implement effectively the principle of non-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{297} R Farrugia & K Touzenis ‘The international protection of unaccompanied and separated migrant and asylum-seeking children in Europe’ in J Kanics \textit{et al} (n 95 above) 24.
\item \textsuperscript{298} CRC Committee Concluding observation Spain CRC/C/ESP/CO/3-4 3 November 2010 para 27.
\item \textsuperscript{299} Article 3 of the CRC.
\item \textsuperscript{300} The 2009 Report (n 183 above) paras 74-77.
\item \textsuperscript{301} IOM ‘World migration 2008: Managing labour mobility in the evolving global economy’ (2008) 501.
\item \textsuperscript{302} The 2009 Report (n 183 above) para 74.
\item \textsuperscript{303} For example, article 2 of the CRC.
\end{itemize}
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discrimination in the laws, policies and practice of a country. UMC do not have the legal status and are subject to discrimination at various levels such as while accessing schools.

Many countries show intolerance towards UMC. The children either have to blend in with the society or live in the shadows far from it. In most cases, they are rejected by the national system and this represents a challenge for the protection of their rights. During the SANTAC Conference on Children on the Move, it was pointed out that UMC can sometimes access primary and secondary education but due to their illegal status, they cannot access tertiary education because Mozambique does not accommodate their situations.

In Mozambique, UMC are subject to discrimination and exclusion which represents a challenge for the government to ensure the protection of their rights.

3.4 The deportation of UMC

The former Special Rapporteur for the human rights of migrants has noted that deportation of UMC represents a challenge in the protection of their human rights. McFadyean has referred to the deportation of UMC as being ‘immoral’. In the case of UMC, the relevant authorities do not apply the non-deportation principle which would have ensured that the best interests of the child are taken into account. Deportation is used as a punitive measure against UMC who are found in irregular situations in the territory of a country. However, deportation has been criticised by the international community because it causes a major psychological impact on UMC.

Deportation as a first option acts as a barrier for the protection of UMC since they are returned to what they have been running away from, if not, worse. Most of UMC do not give up on finding a better future in the host country and try numerous times to gain entry into the country. Deportation
is therefore a procedure which subjects the child to psychological stress repetitively and represents a challenge in the protection of the human rights of UMC.  

The domestic immigration legislation does not cater for UMC. Legally, foreigners gain entry into Mozambique through official border posts. Children, in supplement to a visa and a passport or any valid travel document, are required to have in their possession a written authorisation from their legal guardian and a proof of subsistence means in the country. This law acts as a hindrance for the protection of UMC since most of them travel without any proper documents and once they are caught, they are subject to deportation to their country of origin. The law does not provide for any opportunity for them to be integrated in the system unless they obtain the status of a refugee.

The Constitution recognises the right of people who seek asylum in its article 30. Article 30 makes reference to a law which defines in what situations asylum status can be granted. In this regard, the Refugee Act lists the persons who are can claim for a refugee status. However, most of the times, UMC are not entitled to obtain refugee status because they do not form part of the definition of a refugee.

Furthermore, there is a possibility for an individual to be issued with travel documents but there is a claw back clause which requires the individual not to be less than 16 years old. Thus, this provision does not apply to UMC who are less than 16 years.

The fact that the immigration law did not take into consideration the situation of UMC during its drafting represents a challenge in the protection of their rights.

### 3.5 Lack of human rights focus in international and regional cooperation

The issue of UMC is one which is of concern to all countries involved in the migration process namely: the country of origin, the country of transit and the host country. There is an increased call for cooperation between countries to face the issue of international migration and this

313 As above.
314 HDA (n 6 above) 16.
315 Article 5 of the Immigration Act.
316 Article 6 of the Immigration Act.
317 Article 16 of the Immigration Act.
318 Article 30 of the Constitution of Mozambique: ‘The Republic of Mozambique shall grant asylum to foreigners persecuted on the grounds of their struggle for national liberation, for democracy, for peace and for the protection of human rights. The law shall define political refugee status.’
319 Article 1 of the Refugee Act (n 88 above).
320 Articles 53, 54 and 55 of the Immigration Act.
321 Background paper (n 284 above) 15.
includes unaccompanied child migration. States can conclude bilateral agreements which are the oldest forms of international cooperation concerning migration. They can also draft regional and multilateral agreements.

The Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD), which is ‘an informal, non-binding, voluntary and government-led process’, has as one of the objectives to ‘foster practical and action-oriented outcomes at national, bilateral and international level’ concerning the issue of migration. States should participate in the GFMD with the aim of strengthening the international cooperation to ensure that the rights of UMC are respected.

The Constitution of the IOM mandates the IOM to provide for a 'forum' for international cooperation regarding migration issues. Acting under that mandate, the IOM has formulated the International Dialogue on Migration (IDM), which was launched in 2001. The IDM's platform can be described as follows:

- an opportunity for governments, inter-governmental and non-governmental organisations and other stakeholders to discuss migration policy issues, in order to explore and study policy issues of common interest and cooperate in addressing them.

States are expected to use that platform to cooperate in the protection of the rights of UMC.

However, despite the presence of these platforms, countries are still designing laws and policies concerning migration without consultation with other concerned countries. Each country has its own laws and this acts as a challenge to protect the rights of UMC. Most States are concerned with the control of migrants entering its territory rather than focusing on the human rights of those who are already in the territory. This represents a challenge in the protection of the human rights of UMC.

---

323 IOM 2004 (n 322 above) 190.
325 Adopted on the 19 October 1953.
326 Article 1(1)(e) of the Constitution of the IOM: ‘to provide a forum to States as well as international and other organisations for the exchange of views and experiences, and the promotion of co-operation and co-ordination of efforts on international migration issues, including studies on such issues in order to develop practical solutions.’
328 Background paper (n 284 above) 19.
329 Chimedza from SC International Mozambique interviewed on 18 October 2012.
330 As above.
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The report of HDA demonstrates that Mozambique is reluctant to engage in discussion at a bilateral or regional level.\(^{331}\) There are many UMC of Mozambican origin in South Africa but despite that, Mozambique has been closed to the possibility of concluding a bilateral agreement and to reintegrate them in society.\(^{332}\) This reaction can be applied to many countries of origin that have the perception that leaving the child in the host country is better for the child and that they have no obligation once the child has crossed the border.

Thus, challenges to protect the human rights of UMC arise because countries are reluctant to cooperate.

3.6 The absence of due process while coming to a decision of deportation

The former UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants has identified that if States do not have deportation procedures which are in harmony with international instruments, this can represent a challenge in the protection of the human rights of migrants.\(^{333}\) The CRC Committee has listed the minimum process to follow when it concerns the migration of children which are as follows:\(^{334}\) the right to a hearing, the right to a translator, the right to defence and competent legal representation, the right to appeal, the right to speak, to be heard and to be taken duly into account, the right to consular assistance, the right to a guardian and legal representative, the right to be heard and participate, the right to be informed and the right to justice and effective remedies.

In practice, these procedures are rarely followed. The absence of a due process can be attributed to the lack of financial resources in the country of origin. For instance, in the case of UMC from Mozambique to South Africa, many children are caught at the border of South Africa.\(^{335}\) Instead of giving them a due process, they are herded in a bus and sent to the Mozambican side of the border.\(^{336}\) Once there, they are left within the custody of the Mozambican authorities who in turn leave them on their own. In most cases, the child will just try his/her luck and cross the border again and if caught, he/she is subject to the same process.\(^{337}\) This vicious circle would end if the authorities engaged in the due process and integrate the child within the system of the host country.

\(^{331}\) HDA (n 6 above) 9.
\(^{332}\) As above.
\(^{334}\) Background Paper (n 284 above) 22-23.
\(^{335}\) Vasco (n 47 above).
\(^{336}\) As above.
\(^{337}\) During the visit to Ressano Garcia, it was witnessed that some unaccompanied children were crossing the border during daylight.
3.7 The lack of training of the concerned authorities

The CRC Committee has noted that most of the duty bearers are not competent to handle the issue of unaccompanied child migration.\textsuperscript{338} Various key actors from different levels come into contact with UMC ranging from the border authorities to the immigration officers. However, these persons ‘lack knowledge of child rights and protection standards’.\textsuperscript{339}

There is ambiguity as to how to deal with UMC and most persons involved are not sensitive to the fact that they can cause irreparable harm to the child.\textsuperscript{340} The policy makers, despite knowing the implications of not understanding migration programs, have not taken major steps to ensure that the policies achieve their aims.\textsuperscript{341}

HDA during its research has found that the staff in shelters which embrace UMC are not competent enough.\textsuperscript{342} They lack training which leads to them to inadequately manage the shelters. For instance, in some shelters there was no individual case file for each child and once a child was placed there, there was no reassessment of the child’s protection.

The fact that the Mozambican authorities leave the children on their own once they are in the country is a proof to the lack of training.\textsuperscript{343} If there was proper training, these children would be brought to the attention of the relevant authorities which would take care of them.

3.8 The lack of a proper mapping of service providers

Service providers are central to ensure the protection of the rights of UMC during their migration process.\textsuperscript{344} During a presentation of the mapping exercise that SC International Mozambique carried out in the region,\textsuperscript{345} the migration phase of UMC was divided into 4.\textsuperscript{346} Phase one is before and at the moment of departure when the child is still in the family and the community. When the child is moving, he/she is in the second phase where he/she has to travel, make transit and stay in temporary locations. The third phase is when the child arrives at his/her destination and enters a

\textsuperscript{338} Background paper (n 284 above) 28.
\textsuperscript{339} As above.
\textsuperscript{340} Vasco (n 47 above).
\textsuperscript{342} HDA (n 6 above) 50.
\textsuperscript{343} Vasco (n 47 above).
\textsuperscript{344} Chimedza (n 329 above).
\textsuperscript{345} Children on the move Regional Project (Mozambique/South Africa/Zimbabwe), not yet published as at 29 October 2012.
\textsuperscript{346} At the SANTAC Conference.
new environment. The final phase is when the mobility of the child ends, that is, when he/she is either integrated in the new environment or when he/she returns home.

During the whole migration process, there are service providers who ensure that the rights of UMC are protected. Service providers can be from government organisation, from the public service, from national NGOs or from the church. They work in different sectors namely advocacy, education, shelter, security, legal, protection, psychosocial and health amongst others.

A mapping exercise is important to identify these service providers. The study of SC International was with the objective of identifying ‘the availability of services, programs and service providers’. However, there are not many studies on the mapping of service providers. Moreover, without a proper mapping service, there is a risk of two or more service providers to work in the same sector.

3.9 Insufficient data on UMC in Mozambique

Insufficient data can act as a barrier to the protection of UMC. As noted by the former UN Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, lack of data result into ineffective migration policies and laws. Much focus has been on children who are moving outside Mozambique to South Africa since the number is much higher compared to children who come to Mozambique. Mozambique is, most of the times, considered as a transit country. However as studied by SC International Mozambique, the country of transit is also one where the children are at risk. Giving less importance to a transit country acts as a challenge to protect the rights of UMC who are inside Mozambique.

3.10 Practical barriers for UMC’s to access to socio-economic rights

The government of Mozambique faces practical barriers to fulfil the socio-economic rights of UMC. The obligation to fulfil has been described as ‘a positive expectation on the part of the state to move its machinery towards the realisation of the rights’. It is challenging for the government of Mozambique to ensure that UMC have access to socio-economic rights in the territory because of

---

347 Slide 13 of the Powerpoint presentation at the SANTAC Conference.
348 As above.
349 Slide 4 of the Powerpoint presentation at the SANTAC Conference.
350 Chimedza during the presentation at SANTAC.
351 Background paper (n 284 above) 31.
353 Vasco (n 47 above).
354 Slide 4 of the Powerpoint presentation at the SANTAC Conference.
355 Social and Economic Rights Action Centre (SERAC) and Another v Nigeria (2001) AHRLR 60 (ACHPR 2001) para 47.
various reasons including language barriers, financial constraints, lost identity and the absence of a domestic law/policy concerning UMC amongst others.

3.10.1 Language barriers

Most of UMC in Mozambique come from non-Portuguese speaking countries. Language therefore represents a barrier for them to enjoy from the socio-economic rights. For instance, most of the education services that are provided are in Portuguese and although UMC might have a little knowledge in Portuguese, it is difficult for them to study in Portuguese. This acts as a deterrent for UMC to attend schools.

3.10.2 Financial constraints

UMC, who do not have access to enough financial resources, cannot access some of the socio-economic rights. For instance, even if primary education is provided for free at the primary level, there are still direct costs in the form of school uniform or stationery which act as a deterrent to go to school.

There are financial constraints also at the level of provision of the socio-economic rights of UMC. Child poverty is a phenomenon that is prevalent in Mozambique and this demonstrates that there are not enough funds that can be directed to the protection of the rights of the child.

Despite having good laws to protect every child in the territory, the fact that there is no sufficient funds acts as a hindrance for UMC to access the socio-economic rights. For instance, concerning the shelter of UMC, there is not enough funds to provide for all of them who are in the territory.

Furthermore, the State does not allocate enough funds to support UMC. There is no logistic support on behalf of the government and it is only civil society organisations that provide for services without any government mandate. For example, the study conducted by SCUK was funded by the organisation without any support from the government.

---

356 For instance, the majority of them are from Zimbabwe and Portuguese is not the official language there.
357 Gomes (n 31 above).
358 As above.
359 Swart (n 103 above) 120.
361 Gomes (n 31 above).
362 Vasco (n 47 above).
363 Interview with Carlos Manjate of Red Came on 3 September 2012.
364 As above.
365 As above.
3.10.3 Lost identity
During the country report presentations at the SANTAC meeting, the representative of Kwazulu-Natal Regional Christian Council pointed out that UMC often change their identity to be able to blend in the society. Over the years, that child loses his identity and embraces the one he/she created. During the early schooling years, this new identity will not have any impact on the child's access to education. However, during higher levels of education, the child might be refused access to education because of his fake identity.366

3.10.4 The absence of a law/policy concerning UMC in Mozambique
Chapter 2 listed the laws which confer an obligation upon Mozambique to protect the rights and freedoms of UMC. However, domestically, there is a gap in the legal framework since none of them make direct reference to UMC. The Constitution has been interpreted to include UMC and it nowhere confers UMC special protection. Furthermore, the provisions of the Children’s Act of 2008 are interpreted to include UMC. Moreover, the National Action Plan for Children came to a term in 2010 and therefore it is no longer applicable to ensure the protection of UMC. There is a challenge to protect the rights and freedoms of UMC in the territory since there is not a specific law or policy which recognises the vulnerability of UMC and affords them protection.

3.11 Conclusion
This Chapter investigated into the major challenges faced in the protection of the rights of UMC. Challenges are encountered both at the international and national level. Generally, there is a lack of law which aims at the protection of UMC and this represents a gap at both the international and the national level. There is a need to come up with viable solutions to be able to overcome these challenges.

366 Gomes (n 31 above).
4. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter will summarise the findings of the study carried out. It will then derive the conclusions of the study and provide for recommendations which will ensure a better protection of UMC in Mozambique.

4.1 Summary of findings
The general objective of this study was to analyse whether UMC in the territory of Mozambique are being protected from the risks and vulnerabilities that they are exposed to. It was revealed that UMC are vulnerable since their rights and freedoms are not being properly respected in Mozambique. While coming to this finding, there was an analysis of the relevant laws and policies concerning the protection of UMC at the international level, regional level and domestic level. This showed that international, regional and domestic law impose an obligation on Mozambique to ensure that UMC are not deprived from their rights and freedoms. The study went on to analyse the challenges and gaps that arise in the protection of UMC in Mozambique. Firstly, it was found that international law has some gaps because it does not give enough focus to the protection of UMC and that most of the laws that specifically refer to UMC are soft laws. Furthermore, the best interests of the child principle, which should be at the heart of any decision relating to the protection of UMC is often ignored concerning unaccompanied child migration issues. The domestic law of Mozambique in the form of the Immigration Act acts as major hindrance in the protection of the rights of the UMC. It was also found that there is a gap concerning the mapping of service providers and there are practical barriers for Mozambique to implement the laws and policies concerning the protection of UMC in its territory. Moreover, Mozambique has protection gaps since it does not have a specific law or policy which aims at UMC: the protection of UMC is assured by the law aiming at children in general. Although these laws can promote the protection of the rights of UMC, it does not recognise the vulnerability of UMC in the territory of Mozambique.

4.2 Conclusion
The study concentrated on the protection of UMC within the territory of Mozambique and on whether Mozambique is respecting its international, regional and national obligation with regard to UMC. The introduction showed there are UMC in Mozambique who are exposed to risks and vulnerabilities and therefore need protection.

Chapter 2 investigated in the international, regional and domestic obligation of Mozambique to protect the rights and freedoms of UMC. The international obligation of Mozambique to protect the
rights and freedoms of UMC in its territory is derived from the CRC and its four core principles. To
add to this, another relevant document is General Comment 6 of 2005 which provides for the
protection framework of UMC. Regionally, the African Charter and the African Children’s Charter
impose an obligation on Mozambique to protect UMC. Domestically, the Constitution and the
Children’s Act 2008 lay the protection framework for children. However, as the analysis of
international, regional and domestic laws revealed, there is certainly a protection gap in these laws
concerning UMC. There is no policy at the national level aimed at the protection of the human rights
of UMC.

The study also advanced the challenges faced in the protection of UMC in Mozambique. Chapter 3
advanced many challenges concerning the protection of UMC and it can be derived that there is a
lack of focus on UMC at the international, regional and domestic level. The protection framework of
the rights and freedoms of UMC needs more attention. The section which follows will propose some
recommendations with the view of remedying the situation of UMC in Mozambique. The
recommendations will be made to different parties concerned and in the short term, there is an
urgent need to protect the rights and freedoms of UMC. The conclusion of this study is that the
international community must lay more focus on UMC and that Mozambique should come up with a
policy which includes UMC. An additional conclusion is that the international community should
devise an agency which will ensure a better realisation of the human rights of UMC.

4.3 Recommendations

This section will provide for recommendations to the international community, to the government
of Mozambique, to the countries of origin and to the civil society that can be implemented to ensure
a better protection of the rights of UMC.

4.3.1 To the international community

At the international level, there is no specific instrument which protects the rights of UMC. The
Migrant Convention does not cover UMC and most of the laws aimed at the protection of UMC are
soft laws. It is recommended that the international community draft a new treaty which aims at the
protection of UMC specifically and which sets up the framework within which UMC should be
treated. The new treaty can be a product of the principles that already exist to protect UMC in the
form of various soft laws. It will ensure that there is compliance unlike soft laws which do not create
legally binding obligations. It is further recommended that this treaty provides for the setting up of
a body which will regulate the implementation of the provisions therein. This regulatory body
should have the power to conduct on site visits to monitor how States are treating UMC and
fulfilling the obligations undertaken by being a party to the new treaty. The proposed treaty should also make provision for a State to work with other relevant stakeholders, such as the civil society and the authorities of the country of origin, to ensure that UMC are benefitting from its provisions. Therefore, it should make provision for more international cooperation. It should also create an obligation on States to prevent practices of xenophobia, discrimination and intolerance towards UMC. The new treaty should clearly set the framework within which States should operate to ensure that the best interests of UMC are being taken into consideration. States should be discouraged from criminalising irregular migration and to evaluate each case on its own merits.

It can be argued that the new treaty will create additional responsibility for States and they therefore would not be willing to ratify it. However, this is not a proper excuse. UMC are vulnerable and lose their childhood without their rights being respected. A new treaty is mandatory in the protection of their rights and soft laws are not sufficient to ensure that UMC are protected. The principles of General Comment 6 of 2005, in addition to the other principles and resolutions, can be compiled to draft a treaty which will create binding obligations upon States to protect the rights of UMC.

Secondly, the international and regional community should make more effective use of forums such as the GFMD and the IDM to strengthen cooperation between States to protect the rights of UMC. There should be more focus on human rights during cooperation between countries. Countries who are affected by the phenomenon of unaccompanied child migration should engage in discussion with other concerned countries and draft working plans with the objective of ensuring that UMC are not deprived of their rights while they are moving.

4.3.2 To the government of Mozambique

Firstly, the government of Mozambique should expressly include UMC as a group of vulnerable children to benefit from the protection of the Children’s Act 2008. Chapter 2 has demonstrated that the laws and policies in Mozambique do not specifically address UMR. An amendment to the Children’s Act to include UMC is recommended. There is a need to ‘take account of the special needs of unaccompanied children ... in the provision of suitable care’. Including UMR as beneficiaries will create a rights-based approach and ensure that UMC have access to ‘suitable care’.

---

Moreover, the National Action Plan of Action for Children which expired in 2010 should be reviewed to include UMC as a vulnerable group. The government is currently working on the National Plan of Action for Children for the Period 2011-2016.\textsuperscript{368} It is being proposed that the new Plan of Action takes into consideration the disadvantageous situation of UMC and expressly include them as one of the beneficiaries.

It is further recommended that the Immigration Act be amended to allow UMC to stay in the country if it is found that it is in their best interests. As it is now, the Immigration Act grants refugee status only to those people who qualify as a refugee under article 1 of the Refugee Act. It is being proposed that the Immigration Act grant vulnerable children such as UMC permission to stay in the country. The strict requirement of having a letter from parents and proof of subsistence within Mozambique should be waived. This will ensure that UMC have proper documents and can access to socio-economic rights such as the rights to education without any hindrance. The granting of permission to stay in the country will also eliminate discrimination against UMC due to the illegal status they have without papers. However, this will not mean that Mozambique will be under the obligation to accommodate all UMC that are in its territory. There should be a subjective analysis of each child and then if it is really in the best interests of the child to stay in Mozambique, then the strict immigration requirements can be waived.

There should be more collaboration between the different departments of the government. UMC issue involves different departments such as the department of foreign affairs, the department of social services, the department of education and the department of health amongst others. Each department cannot work in isolation. The services provided by these departments should be integrated to ensure that UMC benefit from their rights and freedoms.

The government should allocate a portion of its budget to the protection of UMC. The government tends to ignore the plight of UMC and hides behind the excuse that they already have to deal with the Mozambican children who are living in poverty and cannot thus waste money on UMC.\textsuperscript{369} The government should take responsibility for all children in the territory of Mozambique and afford equal protection to them. It should fund studies which are aimed at ensuring a better protection framework for UMC. There should also be emphasis on the collection of data on UMC which will allow the government to know about the plight of UMC accurately and devise appropriate solutions

\textsuperscript{368} There was a consultative meeting held on 18 October 2012 at MMAS with all the relevant stakeholders.  
\textsuperscript{369} Gomes (n 31 above).
to tackle them. The budget should also be used in the training of the relevant authorities. For
instance, some of it can be used to train border and immigration officers to educate them about the
vulnerability of UMC in relation to commercial sexual exploitation, child abuse and child labour
amongst others. This will enable them to become more sensitive to UMC and not to regard them as
pests invading the country. Part of the budget can be used to frame a proper deportation process
which will investigate each case on a subjective basis.

Finally, the government should work more in collaboration with other countries from where the
UMC flee. An example can be increased communication and consultation between the government
of Mozambique and that of Zimbabwe, the country from which Mozambique receives the majority of
its UMC. This will can ensure better border controls and prevent UMC from being exposed to the
danger of crossing borders.

4.3.3 To the civil society organisations

The civil society should engage in more sensitising campaigns to promote the rights of UMC. For
instance, the study by SCUK had as objective to sensitise the government about the issue of UMC
in the territory. The present study will adopt one of the recommendations of the study by SCUK and
will recommend the civil society such as Red Came and SCUK to engage in sensitising campaigns
and bring to the attention of government the risks and vulnerabilities that UMC face.

There should be more cooperation between different organisations working in the area of UMC. The
above study has shown that different organisations work for the promotion of the rights of UMC but
nevertheless there is not much collaboration between them. The conference held at the border of
Ressano Garcia on 13 September concerning UMC from Mozambique to South Africa was a good
example of collaboration between relevant civil society organisations. It is recommended that more
such activities are conducted concerning UMC from other countries into Mozambique. For instance,
the relevant organisations can draft a work plan together and each one work on a particular aspect.

Moreover, there is a need for a proper mapping exercise of service providers. The activity carried
out by SC International in Mozambique did not concentrate on UMC from other countries to
Mozambique. A proper mapping exercise will lead the children to the relevant service providers.

370 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above).
371 C Mahate (n 362 above).
372 Visitors from Zimbabwe (n 10 above) 13.
without any difficulty. This exercise is also important for the service providers because it ensures that the relevant stakeholders know each other and do not duplicate the resources.

4.3.4 To the countries of origin

The issue of UMC is not one which only concerns the host country. It is recommended that the countries of origin undertake positive steps to prevent UMC from leaving the country and becoming vulnerable to the various violations they face. Many of the UMC in Mozambique are from Zimbabwe and one praiseworthy step taken to deter the phenomenon of children leaving the country was the Ministry of Education’s policy to initiate a project on child friendly school where children are not subject to corporal punishment. Countries of origin should identify the causes which push children to leave the country and work towards the reduction of these factors.

The recommendations above, if implemented, will ensure a better protection of the rights of UMC who are in the territory of Mozambique. UMC are vulnerable and need extra protection of the law. In the words of Chavez, ‘regardless of their reasons for migrating, unaccompanied children are highly vulnerable and in need of specialised support and guidance’.
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